Chrono.tech TIME Swap Agreement

By signing this document, I, the undersigned, confirm that:

1. I am the sole owner and user of the TimeX account and its associated e-mail address, to which this document was sent to.

2. All TIME tokens in my TimeX account on the Ethereum smart contract address 0x6531f133e6deebe7f2dce5a0441aa7ef330b4e53 are rightfully mine and have not been acquired through illegal or other malicious ways.

3. I agree to have all TIME tokens on the aforementioned smart contract that are in my TimeX account swapped for USDT at the rate of 45 USDT per TIME.

4. I understand that the swap process will be done automatically and is irreversible.

5. I hereby waive any rights to make claims on the affected TIME tokens in the future and accept the swap as full and complete settlement and satisfaction of any present and prospective claims.

6. I fully understand the document and freely, knowingly and voluntarily accept its contents.

7. If any of the required Terms & Conditions are not met, I will lose my right to have my tokens swapped.

Name, Surname:

Date  Signature

This document is only valid with a signature. You may use e-signature services like Adobe Fill and Sign, Adobe Sign, smallpdf or others to electronically sign this document. Alternatively, you may print the document, sign it and send back a scan or clear picture of the signed document. Only return this document using the e-mail address that this form was sent to and only send it to help@chrono.tech.